

Always use APA style!
› When writing a paper
› When referencing a source in your clinical

paperwork
› When writing an article abstract
› When reviewing a movie


In all of your nursing courses

o Your APA Textbook
o Perrin, R. (2018). Pocket
guide to APA style.
(6th ed.). Boston,
MA: Cengage Learning.





American Psychological
Association. (2010). Publication
manual of the American
Psychological Association (6th
ed.). Washington, D.C.: Author.
– RES PE 1408 P83 2010 & PE
1408 P83 2010
There are other writing resources
found in the same call number
area of PE 1408



English Department: Purdue University. (2018). The
Purdue online writing lab (OWL). Retrieved from
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/



Graham Hospital
School of Nursing.
(2018). Student
Handbook: 20182019. Canton, IL:
Author.

Common drive: APA folder

APA Format 6th Edition Guide

GHSON website >
Library resources >
Guides and tutorials >
APA 6th ed.

Library Book Section: PE 1408

Library Computer
Lab Bulletin Board





Header-Include Running head: with title or
partial title of the paper in capital letters, left
justified, with the page number on the same
line justified to the right. The title cannot be
more than 50 characters total, including the
words Running head:. It can be abbreviated in
the header.
Title--vertically & horizontally centered and
double spaced:

› Title of paper – make it interesting, let it describe your

paper. Use headline-style capitalization.
› Your name
› Institution - Graham Hospital School of Nursing












Margins – 1 inch
Use 12-pt Times New Roman throughout the paper
Indent first line of every paragraph
Double space the entire document
Left justify the paper. The right side should be ragged.
Do not hyphenate words at the end of a line, let the
line run short
The title should be included on the first page of the
body of the paper, centered and double spaced
The title and page number in the header should
continue throughout paper

When charts or tables flow from one
page to the next, make sure the top
line/header appears on subsequent
pages.
 When using a chart, table or other
graphic from another source, be sure to
include the in-text citation below and to
the right of the graphic.











Every paragraph should have at least one reference in a
research paper. The information you are writing about
generally comes from sources other than yourself so you
must give credit to those sources.
Your citation can be added at the end of the sentence or
paragraph that requires credit (Richardson, 2007, p. 4).
Or it can be included within the sentence, for example:
Richardson (2007, p. 4) states it is much easier to complete
your reference page as you read the resources you intend
to use in your paper.
Format example of multiple sources cited in-text:
(MedlinePlus, 2012; Haugen, N., & Galura, S., 2011, p. 2325).
The first time an abbreviation is used, it should be spelled
out, followed by (abbreviation) in parentheses. Example:
Center for Disease Control (CDC). Any subsequent uses
only need the abbreviation.



If the Reference page is completed as
sources are used, then citing within the
paper is easy.
› Use the author, year published, and page

number(s). Example: (Walker, 2007, p. 6)
› Two authors-always use both authors. Example:
(Walker and Allen, 2004, p. 6)
› Three authors to seven-use all the first time.
Subsequent times: First author et al., year, page#
Example: (Walker, et al., 2006, p.6)
› Use the table on page 177 of the APA
Publication Manual or in the APA guide for
additional examples.



The title References should be centered on the first line of the page. If only
one reference is used, omit the “s”.



Use a hanging indent for reference entries (first line is flush left and
subsequent lines are indented).



List the references in alphabetical order by the first author listed.



Within the citation, always list the authors in the order they are listed on the
title page of the book or at the beginning of a journal article.
›

Never change the order to make them alphabetical. They are listed in a specific
order based on information contributed and levels of responsibility.

›

Groups, corporations or associations may be used as an author, if there is no
personal author.

›

If the name of the publisher is the same name as the author, then you only need to
use the word Author in the publication section.

›

Double check that all references on the reference page have been used in the
paper and all references used in the paper are included on the reference page.

Generally, all references follow a basic format.
 Book

Author. (Year). Book title (edition #, 5th ed.). City, State abbreviation:
Publisher.



Movie

Director and Producer. (Year). Movie title [Format]. Country: Corporation.



Journal

Author. (Year). Article title. Journal title, vol(issue #), page numbers.



Website
Author. (Year). Title of information. Retrieved from: website url



If there are two references with the same
author but different years, list them with the
most recent year first.
› Brown, J. (2007). Strike while the kettle is hot.

› Brown, J. (2006). Kill two birds with one stone.


If they are the same author and year, look
next at the article title & list alphabetically.
› Brown, J. (2007a). Call the kettle black.
› Brown, J. (2007b). Strike while the kettle is hot.

Author. (Year). Book title (edition #). City, State
abbreviation: Publisher.
› The city and state is where it is published. All cities

now require the state.
› Your citation information should come from the
book’s title page and its verso (back).
› Use your syllabus as a source for reference examples.
Example:


Ackley, B. J., Ladwig, G. B., & Makic, M. B. F. (2017).
Nursing diagnosis handbook: An evidence-based
guide to planning care (11th ed.). St. Louis, MO:
Elsevier.

Producer and Director. (Year). Movie title [Format].
Country: Corporation.
› Use the producer(s) and director(s) names in the author

spot.
› Include the format in brackets of audio-visual materials
following the title.
› Popular, theatrical releases are considered [Motion
picture]. Healthcare related instructional “movies” are
considered either [DVD] or [VHS].
› The place of publication includes the country only, no city
and state.
Example:
Kirschner, D., & Haft, S. (Producers), Ortega, K. (Director).
(1993). Hocus Pocus [Motion picture]. United States: Walt
Disney Pictures.

Author. (Year). Title. Retrieved from URL
› If no clear personal author is present, is there an

organization name affiliated with the copyright date? A
business?
› Use black ink only for URLs. URLs should not be underlined.
Break a URL rather than placing a whole URL on a
separate line.
› If you are citing an entire website in the body of your
paper, you can simply include the URL of the website in
parentheses within your writing. If you are citing a specific
idea, fact, document or quote, you need to create an
in-text and reference citation both.
Example:
Center for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC). (2011).
Occupational hiv transmission and prevention among
health care workers. Retrieved from http://www.cdc.
gov/hiv resources/factsheets/hcwprev.ht

Author. (Year). Article title. Journal title, vol(issue #), page
numbers.
› In referencing periodicals, italicize the journal title and

volume number only.
› A volume number of a journal generally refers to a year’s
worth of issues. An issue number generally refers to all of the
separate journals published weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.
within a volume (year).
› Always include the volume number. Include the issue # if
each issue begins with page 1.
› If the periodical is paginated per volume (rather than issue),
continuously throughout the entire volume year, then the
issue is not necessary.
Example:
McMichael, K. A., Bilt, J. V., Lavery, L, Rodriguez, E., &
Ganguli, M. (2008). Simple balance and mobility
tests can assess falls risk when cognition is impaired.
Geriatric Nursing, 29(5), 311-323.

Referencing Journals


Whether your
article is found
online or in
print, if a doi
# (digital
object
identifier) is
included, add
it to at the end
of the
reference.



Remember if you are questioning a
resource – should you use it or have a
question about paraphrasing, remember to
talk to your instructor – she is the one with
the red pen. They can also give you good
practical advice.



Once you have a corrected paper in APA
format, save it and use it as a template for
future papers.



Come to the library, we can help you find
and cite your resources.






2 points for
paraphrasing
2.5 points for APA
0.5 point for following
directions
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